
Are you ready for HIPAA? 
Time is now, experts say 
Training plans should top the list

What is your access department doing to prepare for the day the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of

1996 becomes effective? Though that day is a little less than two years
away, hospitals are well-advised to take action now, say those in the
forefront of HIPAA study and preparation.

“[Access managers] need to get started now,” observes Edith Albert,
RHIA, CCS, director of health information and transcription for Catholic
Healthcare West Medical Foundation in Sacramento, CA. “There are a lot
of things that need to be done. The most time-consuming [ones] will be
setting up training and making sure every employee has the proper
amount.” Also key, Albert says, is reviewing policies, procedures, and
the numerous contracts involved to ensure the language adheres to
HIPAA guidelines. “It’s amazing how many contracts an organization
has,” she adds.

System budgets $12 million for HIPAA preparation

It may be worthwhile, but it’s not cheap. For her region, which
includes six MedClinics and two hospital units known as Woodland
Healthcare and Clinics and Sacramento Mercy Healthcare, the last bud-
get included an estimate of $12 million for HIPAA preparation, Albert
notes.

Catholic Healthcare West recently completed a HIPAA assessment,
Albert says, after bringing in consultants from Deloitte and Touche to
help prepare the assessment tool. “There were a number of questions
taken out of the regulations, like, ‘Does a [privacy] policy exist? Is the
language adequate to meet the [HIPAA] privacy rules?’” The organiza-
tion did the actual assessments by region. 

The result, she says, was a large document, color-coded to indicate
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the organization’s score for the three main parts
of HIPAA — electronic data interchange (EDI),
privacy, and security. While the EDI and privacy
sections have been finalized, Albert notes, there
still is some tweaking going on with the privacy
regulations and some changes may be made.

The changes to the final privacy rule are
expected to lessen the burden on providers,
says Julie J. Welch, MBA, RHIA, a Chicago-
based consultant with Cap Gemini Ernst &
Young, but no one knows what the changes will
be. “I assume they will be based on the com-
ment period in March.” The federal Department
of Health and Human Services, she notes,
solicited more comment on the privacy regula-
tions March 1-30.

Four faces of HIPAA

The final rule for the security section, which
also includes employer and provider identifiers,
was to be published sometime this year, Welch
says. HIPAA actually is formally divided into
four sections, she adds, which are security and
privacy of health information; standardized
health information transactions; standardized
code sets; and national identifiers for providers,
health plans, and employees.

Although there is “some overlap” between the
privacy and security provisions, Albert notes, the
decision was made at her organization to put the
security portion under the responsibility of infor-
mation systems (IS). “There was a lot to do with
electronic systems, in connection with the physi-
cal security of the facility.” The security assess-
ment included a physical walk-through of the
facility, as well as sending out questionnaires to
certain managers, she adds.

To assess readiness regarding HIPAA’s privacy
section, a document request for all policies and
procedures relating to privacy issues was done,
Albert says. Addressed were methods of commu-
nication, release of patient information, how
records are transported, whether patients’ names
were visible to other patients, and how comput-
ers are set up, she adds.

Also requested was a listing of all contracts,
Albert notes. “These have to be reviewed for spe-
cific language.” For example, she says, the organi-
zation’s overflow transcription work is
outsourced, so the contract with that vendor has
to include language specifying that the informa-
tion will not be disclosed. 

As regard to computers, Albert says, “we have

some work to do. We have some computer sys-
tems that are being sunset — they just won’t cut it
for HIPAA because they don’t have secure pass-
words.” Most of the concerns, she adds, are with
the way computer programs are accessed rather
than with such issues as firewalls. “Some of the
fixes are simple, but [the process] becomes costly
with the replacement of computer systems and
renovations for the security of the plant.”

Privacy for patients

In a couple of facilities with open admissions
areas, those spaces are being redesigned so that
patients can speak privately with registrars,
Albert says. For health information management
(HIM) areas, she notes, there are locks on the
doors, with name tag or keypad access to ensure
only authorized personnel get in. 

One of the biggest risk areas to be addressed,
Albert points out, is the education of people
regarding where they put discarded paper that
has patient information on it. “Chart requests
are printed off all day long, with extra copies
that we find in the trash,” she observes. “It’s a
huge retraining effort. How do we ensure their
competency?” 

It’s a given, Albert says, that the organization’s
shredder volume will increase — yet another con-
tract to be looked at for most hospitals. For
Catholic Healthcare West, that concern is simpli-
fied, she notes. “We have a company that brings
its equipment, comes on-site, parks in our lot,
and shreds the documents here.”

At Touro Infirmary in New Orleans, the
upcoming installation of a new computer system
coincides fortuitously with HIPAA preparation,
says Beth Ingram, CHAM, director of patient
business services. “As part of that implementa-
tion, we are addressing the IS pieces of it.”

As for the other pieces of HIPAA, Ingram says
she believes that when all is said and done, there
will be some new interpretations that “may
lessen the blow” of the original regulations. For
example, she notes, “in the original regulations,
you have to have a release from the patient to
give information to consulting physicians. It
looks like some of that will be softened so it’s
not so complicated. They don’t want patients to
be held up, to be impacted [negatively] by the
regulations.”

Another example of a requirement that might
be softened, Ingram explains, would affect the
process of preregistering a patient, getting all of
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Comments on ICD-10-PCS
adoption mostly positive
Most organizations supported coding standard

On May 17, the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) held a public hear-

ing in Baltimore relating to the adoption of ICD-
10-PCS as the national coding standard for
inpatient procedure coding. More than 100 peo-
ple attended the meeting and had positive com-
ments to make.

Last month’s Hospital Payment & Information
Management reported some of the concerns of
the 11 organizations that presented testimony to
the ICD-9-CM Coordination and Maintenance
Committee on ICD-10-PCS. 

At least eight of these organizations, however,
gave positive support, indicating that ICD-10-
PCS would be considered as that system once
further study and evaluation has been completed.
These comments were received from the
American Health Information Management
Association, the American Hospital Association,
Federation of American Hospitals, American

Speech-Language Hearing Association,
AdvaMed, Medical Technology Partners, Ingenix
Syndicated Content Group, and the Princeton
Provider Group. 

AdvaMed (the Advanced Medical Technology
Association) in Washington, DC, even said it sup-
ported the “rapid” adoption of the system. The
only organization that did not support the adop-
tion of ICD-10-PCS as the national standard for
inpatient procedure coding was the American
Medical Association. 

Implementation date remains uncertain

While the comments on the standard itself
were very positive, several of the commenters
questioned its implementation date. The Federal
Register stated that implementation could not
occur before October 2003. The providers who
testified before the committee wanted ICD-10-
CM diagnoses implemented at the same time as
ICD-10-PCS procedures. The committee, how-
ever, responded that linking the ICD-10-PCS
implementation date to ICD-10-CM or the selec-
tion of a uniform procedure coding system could
postpone the implementation of ICD-10-PCS well
beyond 2003.  ■
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the insurance information in advance, so the
patient can go directly to have the procedure. “If
you have to wait to get a signature [consenting
to the release of information] before being able
to call [the insurance company], you couldn’t get
that pre-cert. . . . It looks like when we see the
final regulations, things might be better, but we
can’t say that with certainty.”

Vendor arrangements affected, too

Meanwhile, Ingram notes, “every vendor we
deal with, every contract we write, every new
form we develop, we take the HIPAA regulations
into consideration. Our vendor arrangements talk
about confidentiality and the privacy and protec-
tion of transmitted data, and it’s stronger than the
old confidentiality language.”

Another issue her organization has addressed
is the practice of “having the clipboard out and
having the patients sign in,” she says. “We don’t
do that. We have somebody who writes down
that information so it’s not in a place where
everybody can see.”

Additionally, Ingram notes, “our employees

have been reschooled that if they walk away from
the computer terminal, they turn it off.” Initially,
she was concerned about whether HIPAA prohib-
ited calling out a person’s name in the waiting
area, Ingram says, “but I don’t see that in the final
regulations.”

Although there had been some question at her
hospital about whether HIPAA called for glass-
enclosed registration areas to ensure privacy, that
concern was alleviated, she adds, by surveyors
with the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations, which just completed a
visit there. “They indicated that they didn’t think
we had a privacy issue in the design of those
areas, that [glass-enclosed areas] weren’t neces-
sary.”

While she has heard reports of hospitals spend-
ing from $11 million to $30 million on HIPAA
readiness, Ingram notes, “it helped us that we
already had a change planned. We are coupling
[HIPAA changes] — like firewalls to protect the
transmission of data — with the re-engineering
and implementation effort associated with the
new computer system. We will definitely do and
spend what it takes.”  ■



Medical error reduction: 
It comes at a high price
Do outcomes outweigh the technology’s cost?

Few hospitals say they can afford the costs of
computerizing physician order entry. A recent

report issued by the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality (AHRQ) in Rockville, MD,
however, indicates that hospitals are paying a far
higher price to avoid the technology.

The report estimates that more than 770,000
people are injured or die each year in hospitals
from adverse drug events (ADEs), which may
cost up to $5.6 million each year per hospital,
depending on hospital size. Patients who experi-
enced ADEs were hospitalized an average of
eight to 12 days longer than patients who did not
suffer ADEs, and their hospitalization cost
$16,000 to $24,000 more on average. 

The AHRQ report found that implementing
computerized medication order entry systems
would be a tremendous benefit to hospitals, with
the potential of preventing an estimated 84% of
dose, frequency, and route errors.

In addition, the systems also could prevent
anywhere from 28% to 95% of ADEs, the report
says. Overall, hospitals could save as much as
$500,000 annually in direct costs by using the
system.

One health care facility is saving millions.
Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) in
Boston spent about $1.4 million in the mid-1990s
on a rules-based clinical information system
developed by Eclipsys Corp. in Delray Beach,
FL. BWH is the flagship facility of Partners
HealthCare System and is a teaching hospital
affiliated with Harvard Medical School. The
Brigham also spends about $500,000 in yearly
system maintenance fees, according to numbers
given by the Institute for Safe Medicine Practices
in Huntingdon Valley, PA. 

The overall cost savings from the system, how-
ever, is estimated to be between $5 million and
$10 million a year, says Gilad J. Kuperman, MD,
PhD, director of clinical systems research and
development for Partners HealthCare System.
The system alerts physicians to problems such 
as drug-to-drug and drug-to-food interactions,
patient allergies, wrong doses, and duplicative
lab and other tests.

“There has been some reduction in the use of

medication of renal failure because lowered doses
are necessary,” he adds. “There are also more
appropriate uses of less expensive medications
and reduced adverse drug events.”

Kuperman says that with the introduction of
the system, BWH has documented a 55% reduc-
tion in serious medication errors and an 81%
reduction in non-missed dose medication errors
overall. Studies have also shown that physi-
cians at BWH change a medical order nearly 400
times a day based on information the system
provides them at the time the order is being
placed.

The benefits of using an automated medication
ordering system are felt on the individual level,
as well. “It is the way of the future, from an accu-
racy standpoint,” says Kathy Rose, CRNH, of St.
Paul’s Hospice in Dallas. 

Rose first loads patient information onto the
Internet through a secure network. Then she can
pull up the information via desktop, WebPad, or
Palm VII wireless PDA, and can order patients’
medication off-site at any time. “I can sit in my
car and transmit my prescriptions after I am out
of the [patient’s] house and I know the prescrip-
tions are accurate,” she says. She can also access
the system’s clinical databases, which include an
on-line Physicians’ Desk Reference, disease treat-
ment protocols and care plans, and normal lab
values that act as references and are not patient-
specific.

When Rose orders patient medication, the
directions she has typed into the system come
back on the screen and show what she has just
ordered. “There are two different times before I
transmit the prescription to confirm that this is
the way it is supposed to be written,” she says. 

Rose then e-mails the medication order to the
pharmacy’s fax machine, with the patient’s name
and address and the physician’s license informa-
tion printing on the prescription. “When I trans-
mit it, [the system] tells me the doctor’s name
and that it was transmitted by me, which makes
it legal,” she says. The prescription the pharmacy
receives from her is typed and legible. 

Connecting providers in real time

Pharmacists understand the importance of the
technology too, Rose says. “One of the pharma-
cists [who receives prescriptions] marked his cal-
endar when I first transmitted him one.”

Once Rose has loaded her medication informa-
tion, other health care providers can access the
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information through the server. This was a pri-
mary reason for the development of the technol-
ogy, say executives of Dallas’ Park Pharmacy
Corp., developers of this Rx-Pro technology.
There is a need in the medical field to connect
pharmacists, doctors, and nurses in real time,
allowing each group to interact with one another
simultaneously for the common goal of improv-
ing patient care, they say.

Unlike the system used by BWH, Rx-Pro is an
application service provider. Instead of purchas-
ing the system, Rx-Pro users subscribe to the ser-
vice and pay a minimal monthly fee.

Providers need to understand that using new
technology is just one way of improving patient
safety, Kuperman says. “If you are going to do
this, one of the most important success factors is
to understand where it fits into your overall
patient safety strategy.” For example, senior lead-
ership must be behind the decision to use the
technology and understand its benefits and goals.
Physicians also must be kept informed. “All of
these are important success factors,” he says.  ■

Compliance emphasizes
coding education
Program copied in other parts of health system

(Editor’s note: In last month’s Hospital Payment &
Information Management, Ray Pinder, MS, RHIA,
talked about establishing a baseline and monthly coding
reviews for a coding compliance and education pro-
gram. This month, Pinder addresses the education com-
ponent of his program and how the program will affect
the entire Holy Redeemer Health System.)

Establishing baseline and subsequent monthly
reviews is an important first step of a coding

compliance and education program, according 
to Ray Pinder, MS, RHIA, director of medical
records services for Holy Redeemer Hospital and
Medical Center in Meadowbrook, PA. Education
is also an important component.

Once the initial reviews were completed,
Pinder and his coding manager, Margaret
Giancaterino, RHIT, began holding monthly edu-
cational sessions for their three full-time and three
part-time coders. In these sessions, they often use
audio and Web-based programs provided by the

American Health Information and Management
Association (AHIMA) in Chicago. “The programs
are relatively inexpensive, and many people can
attend,” Pinder observes.

Pinder had considered sending his coders to
seminars, but the cost would be more than $100
per person, whereas he can usually purchase an
AHIMA program for under $150. In addition, he
can ensure that he, Giancaterino, and their coders
are reviewing the same content and information
with the audio or Web-based programs. 

“If you send half of your staff to one seminar
and half to another seminar, many times they
return with different stories because the speakers
presented differently,” Pinder says. “We found
that we could have consistency in our coding
education by having everyone attend the same
program.” 

During these monthly sessions, Pinder and
Giancaterino also focus on hospital-specific cod-
ing issues such as coding by diagnosis, diagnosis-
related group (DRG), ambulatory payment
classification, or documentation issues. “We first
do a review of our data to make sure we identify
the right issues to be reviewed and addressed,”
Pinder says. 

He sometimes finds that increases in certain
codes could be due to the time of year, such as
an increase in flu-like symptoms and pneumo-
nia. “With pneumonia being an OIG [Office of
Inspector General]-targeted DRG, we wanted to
make sure that our pneumonias were coded cor-
rectly.” If the patient had a simple pneumonia,
Giancaterino checks to ensure it was coded that
way. Likewise, if the patient had a complex
pneumonia, the codes should be supported by
documentation in the medical record.

Coders also occasionally attend the hour-long,
noontime lectures held for the medical staff. Their
attendance depends on the relevance of the topic.
“For instance, we might ask the coders to go to
the noon conference to hear the medical informa-
tion behind pneumonia or severe strokes,” Pinder
says. “So when they are coding those charts, they
understand the process better.” 

Pinder has also developed a coding resource
center for his staff. “We printed off the web the
OIG-suggested coding resources that every
coder should have available,” he says. He and
Giancaterino made sure they had an up-to-date
Physicians’ Desk Reference, a current Merck
Manual, and updated subscriptions for the AHA
(American Hospital Association) Coding Clinic.
On an annual basis, new ICD (International
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Classification of Disease)-9, CPT (Current
Procedural Terminology), and HCPCS (HCFA
Common Procedure Coding System) coding
books are reordered for all coders. They also
subscribed to several newsletters that address
inpatient and outpatient coding best practices. 

All of these resources were placed in a central-
ized area. “We have a well-labeled binder for
each subscription, and we post other materials or
announcements on the coders’ bulletin board,”
Pinder says. “Our coders also have e-mail and
use many additional coding newsletters and ref-
erences via the web.”

Pinder has initially established his coding
compliance and education program in Holy
Redeemer’s acute care facility. Since the program
has been in place, Pinder says the coders feel
they have all the necessary tools to do their job
better. The coders’ participation in monthly edu-
cational programs has resulted in positive
returns on the health system’s time investments. 

Senior management is now working with
Pinder to review coding compliance programs at
other Holy Redeemer entities, including its two
long-term care facilities and home health care
agencies.

“We feel that the experience that we have on
the acute care side can only benefit our long-term
care facilities and our home health care agencies.
Both of those other entities of our health system
have medical record personnel in place,” Pinder
says.

A long-term care consultant visits the health
system once a month and is contracted to com-
plete coding reviews. In the future, that review
will be given to Giancaterino, who will then
provide feedback on the review and recom-
mend educational programs for the long-term
care staff. She will also review coding and pro-
vide coding feedback to the home health care
agencies.

One focus in these programs is to have quali-
fied staff coding the records. At Holy Redeemer,
all coders were certified or qualified as a result of
years of experience and high review scores. “Any
coder that we had on staff when I came on board
who was not an RHIA, RHIT, or a CCS was
grandfathered because of their experience and
their review scores,” he says. Coders who were
qualified but not certified were encouraged to
take their certification exams. In the future,
Pinder will fill coding vacancies with creden-
tialed coders. “We want to make sure we are
doing the proper coding.”  ■

HCFA gets a new name as
feds attempt to improve it
Agency split into three new business centers

It’s not your same HCFA anymore. In June,
Bush administration officials began their first

efforts to restructure the agency formerly known
as the Health Care Financing Administration.

The agency badly needs reorganization, says
new administrator Thomas Scully, former presi-
dent and CEO of the Federation of American
Hospitals. Scully was sworn in on May 29.
“Medicare is a structural mess,” Scully said in a
public statement.

In early June, Department of Health and
Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson
announced the cross-departmental Task Force on
Regulatory Reform. This effort aims to eliminate
unnecessary burdens and duplicative paperwork
caused by federal regulations that impede patient
care.

The American Hospital Association (AHA) in
Chicago applauded the initiative. “Secretary
Thompson has thrown a lifeline to the nurses,
doctors, and others across this country who are
drowning in a sea of paperwork,” says AHA
president Dick Davidson.

On June 14, Thompson announced a new
name and structure for HCFA. The name, the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS), better reflects the mission of the agency,
as well as a renewed commitment to be more
responsive to health care consumers and provi-
ders, he says.

He also announced that the agency is being
split into three new business centers:

• Center for Beneficiary Choices. 
This center focuses on beneficiary education,

providing beneficiaries with the information
they need to make their health care decisions.
The center also includes management of the
Medicare+Choice program, consumer research
and demonstrations, and grievance and appeals.

• Center for Medicare Management.
This center focuses on the management of the

traditional fee-for-service Medicare program,
including development and implementation of
payment policy and management of Medicare
carriers and fiscal intermediaries.
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Same-day coding affected

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) has changed its payment pol-

icy for situations in which observation care or a
hospital admission takes place on the same date
as a discharge, notes Brett Baker, a payment
expert with the American College of Physicians-
American Society of Internal Medicine in
Philadelphia.

Previously, the CPT coding permitted physi-
cians to use codes 99234-99236 to report hospital
admission or observation care on the same date
as the discharge, regardless of the total length of
stay, notes Baker. 

CMS’ new policy, however, allows physicians
to use same-day admission and same-day dis-
charge codes, CPT 99234-99236, only with
patients who have been discharged at least eight
hours after observation care or hospital admis-
sion on the same date.

Based on this concept, CMS has also enacted
the following policies:

— To appropriately report CPT codes 99234-
99236, your patient must be an inpatient or an
observation care patient for at least eight hours
on the same calendar date.

— When admitting patients for observation for
less than eight hours on the same date, use CPT
codes 99218-99220 (initial observation care) and
do not report a discharge code.

— When you admit patients for observation care
and discharge them on a different calendar date,
use CPT codes 99218-99220 (initial observation
care) and CPT observation discharge code 99217.

— When you admit patients for inpatient hospi-
tal care and discharge them on a different calendar
date, use CPT codes 99221-99223 (initial hospital
care) and CPT hospital discharge day management

codes 99238-99239.
— If you admit someone as an inpatient and

discharge him or her less than eight hours later
on the same calendar date, use CPT codes 99221-
99223 (initial hospital care) for the admission ser-
vice. Do not bill for the hospital discharge day
management service.

— To bill CPT codes 99234-99236 (same-day
admission and discharge), you must satisfy docu-
mentation requirements for admission to and dis-
charge from inpatient or observation care. You
also must document the duration of observation
care or treatment status.  ■

Five common types 
of coding mistakes
Expert outlines what to watch for

“Typically, it is newer coders who account
for the majority of all coding errors, and

usually these mistakes are concentrated in a few
specific areas,” observes Hank Vanderbeek of
IRP Inc. (www.IRP.com), a medical coding and
reimbursement consulting firm in Billerica, MA. 

To reduce mistakes among newer coders,
Vanderbeek recommends practices watch for
these five common mistakes: 

1. Confusing principal diagnosis (PDX) with
admitting diagnosis (ADX). Is the condition
established “after study” to be chiefly responsible
for causing the admission of the patient to the hos-
pital? “This can be the ADX but it is not always so.
The PDX is usually found after work-up or even
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surgery,” he notes. 
2. Coding past conditions that have no effect

on the patient’s current stay. Vanderbeek says
coders should only report codes for diagnoses
that require one or more of the following: clinical
evaluation; therapeutic treatment; further evalua-
tion by diagnostic studies, procedures, or consul-
tation; extended length of hospital stay; or
increased nursing care and/or monitoring.

Here’s an example: A patient is admitted with
a hip fracture. The medical record also mentions
a hiatal hernia, which receives no attention or
treatment. Recommendation: Do not code the
hernia.

3. Coding symptoms that are an integral part
of the disease process. When a patient is admit-
ted with nausea and vomiting due to gastroen-
teritis, only the gastroenteritis is coded because
nausea and vomiting are symptoms, he says.

4. Not coding from both the alphabetical index
and the tabular list. To avoid inadvertent mis-
takes, first look to the index of the coding manual
for the condition or procedures to be coded, then
verify the code listed there in the tabular list. 

5. Mistaking “not elsewhere classified”
(NEC) with “not otherwise specified” (NOS).
“NEC is used when the medical condition speci-
fies a condition but no separate code is listed in
the alpha index or tabular list,” says Vanderbeek.
In turn, NOS is used when the information pro-
vided does not warrant either a more specific or
“other” code assignment.  ■

New concerns arise 
over pneumonia coding
Upcoding initiative is returning

Hospitals hoping the government’s pneumo-
nia upcoding initiative had receded into the

past should take no such solace. “There was a lull
in the action for a good part of last year, but now
we are seeing a reawakening in that area,” asserts
health care attorney Greg Luce of Jones Day in
Washington, DC. 

Luce says the current status of the government’s
overall pneumonia upcoding initiative, launched
last year, is a mixed bag. “We have not seen very
many coding investigations that we thought were
particularly well-founded,” he reports. But he

adds that the sometimes “disproportionately
large” settlements continue to roll in. 

Earlier this year the Columbia Regional
Hospital in Kansas City, MO, agreed to pay
$359,254 to settle charges that it improperly
coded Medicare and Medicaid claims for pneu-
monia patients who were treated at the hospital
between 1993 and 1996. 

According to Assistant U.S. Attorney Andrew
Lay, who negotiated the agreement for the gov-
ernment, the hospital routinely used diagnosis
codes for a more complex form of pneumonia
than was actually warranted. 

In January, Lankenau Hospital in Wynwood,
PA, and Methodist Hospital in Philadelphia
agreed to pay $303,000 and $103,000 respectively
to settle charges that they improperly submitted
claims for pneumonia due to “other specified
bacteria” when medical records failed to support
the diagnosis. 

Government assumes all upcoding is improper

“The government’s statistics tend to be less
than reliable, and the changes in coding practices
are not always attributable to a change in consul-
tants or an effort to recoup reimbursement,” Luce
argues. 

Instead, he says, those changes are often due to
appropriate actions taken by hospitals such as a
review of charge description masters or the pur-
chase of coding software. 

“The government’s theory has been that sud-
den upcoding — such as changing DRG 89 to
DRG 79 — can only be attributable to efforts at
increased reimbursement without appropriate
medical decision making, and that is just not
true,” argues Luce. The fact is that hospitals rou-
tinely downcoded to DRG 89, he maintains, and
it was only in about 1992 with the advent of
Medicare payment changes that hospitals started
focusing on how they were coding. 

In short, Luce argues that the incidence of DRG
89 vs. DRG 79 prior to that period is not evidence
of anything. “It would not even be admissible as
evidence in a lot of courts because the fact that
there was a change is subject to too many vari-
ables,” he asserts. 

Luce also challenges the government’s notion
that the use of consultants renders the increase in
coding intensity suspect. “It should be just the
opposite,” he asserts. “If a hospital had a respon-
sible coding consultant who advised them that
[the data] indicate that it should be nonspecified
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pneumonia, then they should do that.
“I would always challenge the government’s

data and reviewers,” Luce concludes. “We had a
case where the government was relying on a
reviewer that did not realize the difference in ICD-
9 codes between bacterial and viral pneumonia —
and that is pretty fundamental.”  ■

Electronic records simplify
documentation, coding
‘I don’t go home at night and worry’ about coding

Not long ago, Mark Deis, MD, got a letter
from an insurance company refusing to pay

a bill for a patient treated for abdominal pain
without more documentation for a Level 4
patient visit.

Instead of spending time looking at patient
records and dictating a letter as he did in the past,
Deis merely called up the patient’s electronic
medical record, and in a matter of seconds had a
six-page printout documenting everything he did
during the patient visit.

The insurance representative was so impressed
that she called Deis and pointed out that the doc-
umentation would have supported a Level 5 visit. 

Deis is one of five pediatricians at the
Cleveland Clinic’s Independence (OH) Family
Health Center who pioneered a new electronic
medical records system beginning in October. 

“The system has changed our lives in a lot of
ways,” he says.

Seeing 4-5 more patients per day

About 60% to 80% of the center’s 45 doctors
have made the transition to the electronic medical
records system. The practice includes physicians
in internal medicine, surgery, family practice,
OB/GYN, pediatrics, and 25 subspecialties.

“We wanted to start slow and eventually get
the whole building on the system,” he says.

Deis, a pediatrician with the Cleveland Clinic,
estimates that he can see four to five more
patients a day and stay on schedule better by
using electronic medical records instead of the
paper system.

He no longer worries about providing enough
proper documentation for payers. The system

prompts him through a series of templates and
even records the “no” answers. It automatically
records the ICD-9 code for the diagnosis and doc-
uments the level of patient visit.

“Coding is a big concern throughout medicine.
With this system, it’s so much easier to capture all
of the information. I don’t go home at night and
worry, hoping I documented appropriately,” he
says.

Adjusting to the new system was easy, says
Deis. He practiced using the system for two
weeks on a laptop loaned to him by the software
firm. When he went live on the morning of Oct.
26, he used the new system with about half of his
patients. 

“It was no problem to use. Since then, I’ve seen
100% of my patients on the system,” he says.

Frustration with the paper chart system led the
center to look at moving to an electronic medical
records system. “We used to have a paper chart
system, and we still do. But it was complicated
because an internist or plastic surgeon might want
the chart at the same time, and getting it from one
place to another was complex,” Deis says.

After studying products offered by several
companies, the clinic chose Noteworthy, a
Mayfield Heights, OH, technology firm. The firm
developed the system for the Cleveland Clinic
with the help of a single practitioner who used it
for about a year before the Independence Family
Center went on-line.

The five pediatricians at the center still sit
down regularly with the medical information
writer and walk through changes they would like
to see in the system.

Here’s how the system works: When a patient
comes in for a visit, the nurse enters the reason
for the visit on a template on the computer screen
and then answers a series of questions designed
to find out more information about the patient’s
complaint.
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“Some of the doctors’ nurses ask all the ques-
tions. Some ask only a few and leave the rest for
the doctor,” Deis says.

Detailed questions automatically pop up on
the screen if the answer to any question is “yes.”
For instance, if the patient reports having a fever,
the computer will ask how long the patient has
had the fever and how high the temperature has
reached.

Program records ‘no’ answers

“The wonderful thing from the physician per-
spective is that it records the ‘no’ answers. You
have a record of all those things you never could
adequately document in the past,” Deis says.

There are multiple screens for every encounter.
The face sheet contains ongoing data about a
patient including past history, allergies, and prob-
lems. The history and physical screen has two
different templates — one for a well-child visit
and one for an ill-child visit. 

The diagnosis and decision-making screen
automatically enters the ICD-9 code. If there are
several ICD-9 codes for a diagnosis, the doctor
selects the right one.

Physicians can create a “problem list” for each
patient, which comes up on the template each time
the patient comes in for a visit. For instance, when
a patient comes in with an ear infection, Deis can
quickly see if it’s a frequent complaint and decide
whether to refer him or her to a specialist.

“I can write prescriptions in the computer,
order lab work, or if I want to give specific
instructions to the patient, I can type notes in
there and print it out,” Deis says. 

With the new system, patients also received a
printed prescription, which is easy for the phar-
macist to read.

There is a computer in every examining room
and at a workstation in the hallway in case the
doctor wants to finish his notes after he leaves the
patient. The clinic plans to eventually link the
examining room computers to the billing system.

“The hardest thing about using the electronic
medical record system is to make the patient feel
that you’re paying attention to them and not the
computer,” Deis says. He usually chats with his
patients about school and sports activities while
he finishes making notes on the chart.

The Cleveland Clinic made the decision not to
re-enter all the old data on the new electronic
medical record. Therefore, the physicians use
both paper and electronic charts.

Deis’ subspecialty is children with develop-
mental disabilities, a group of patients who often
have multiple medical problems and make fre-
quent visits. For these patients, Deis has entered
data from the paper chart showing each problem,
the day it occurred, and a synopsis of the status.
This gives him a quick history on the electronic
medical chart. 

Deis uses the old paper records only occasion-
ally, such as when he wants to check whether he
prescribed a particular medication for a patient in
the past.

“Some of the doctors here are computer-phobic,
and they are having a harder time,” he adds.  ■

Tips for setting up an
electronic records system
Ensure you have a customer-friendly vendor

If you’re considering setting up an electronic
medical records system, Mark Deis, MD, has

some advice: Do it sooner rather than later.
Deis was one of the pioneers of a new system

at the Cleveland Clinic’s Independence (OH)
Family Practice Center. He offers the following
tips for a good experience with your electronic
medical records system:

• Shop around for a vendor that has the type
of system you need. There are a lot of systems to
choose from. Make sure you get a system that is
compatible with the other computer systems
your practice uses so you can interface easily. 

• Make sure your system meets the require-
ments of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act.

• Look for a vendor that will work with you to
customize the system to meet the specific needs
of your practice.

• Make sure your vendor will offer good sup-
port during the implementation process.

For instance, when the pediatricians at the
Cleveland Clinic went live with the system,
Noteworthy had a staff member assigned to
every doctor and to the triage nurse.

“That’s the kind of support you need. If you
have a question, you don’t want to have to spend
five minutes looking for someone,” he says. 

• Make sure you have 24-hour telephone sup-
port when the system is up and running.  ■
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• Center for Medicaid and State Operations.
This center focuses on programs administered

by the states, including Medicaid, the Children’s
Health Insurance Program, private insurance, sur-
vey and certification, and the Clinical Laboratory
Improvement Amendments.

New responsiveness?

Responsiveness is the restructured agency’s No.
1 priority, Thompson and Scully said in statements
before the Senate Finance Committee in June, as
reported by AHA News. Thompson pledged to
clear all backlogged correspondence to the agency
by July 1 and promised a 15-business-day turna-
round on all future responses. 

Each specific provider group will have a
senior CMS staff member as a contact person,
Thompson added. CMS also plans to launch a
$35 million national media campaign in the fall
to highlight the health care options available to
seniors.  ■

Web-based verification
helps shrink AR days
Collection efforts more proactive now 

When Phyllis Ekdall, CPA, director of
finance for Vanderbilt Medical Group,

assumed her position three years ago, she found
the physicians’ organization — part of Vanderbilt
University Hospital in Nashville, TN — in need
of a turnaround. Reeling from a computer system
conversion, the medical group also was experi-
encing a large volume of denied or rejected
claims, Ekdall notes. “In reviewing the denied
claims, we found the single biggest reason for
their return was registration errors,” she says,
mistakes that could have been prevented at the
point of service.

“When you have the number of patient visits
we have every year — about 600,000 — there’s a
significant amount of demographic and insur-
ance data to capture,” Ekdall notes. “If you don’t
get that at the time of service, it’s difficult to
chase down after the fact. Most systems allow a
bill to be submitted almost immediately, and so

the bill may already have been sent before the
information is verified.”

With consulting support and some major help
from a web-based insurance verification product,
Ekdall says, accounts receivable days have
dropped dramatically, registration errors are
down, and staff spend their time in proactive col-
lection efforts, rather than tracking down rejected
bills. “Our AR days have gone down 20% in the
past year and 35% from our post-conversion
high,” she adds. “It’s due to a lot of different ini-
tiatives, but insurance verification has been a crit-
ical piece of making that happen.” 

‘It was normal not to have accuracy’

Like many physician groups, Ekdall says,
Vanderbilt Medical Group was doing very little
insurance verification. Patients would present
without an insurance card, or even if they had
one, it might or might not clearly identify the
proper plan. With office staff checking in dozens,
even hundreds of patients, in a day, she adds, “it
was normal not to have accuracy.”

Ekdall was introduced to a product called One
Source, from Nashville-based Passport Health
Communications, by a staff member who stum-
bled across it on the Internet.

One Source differs from integrated insurance
verification products, says Beth Wolskij, national
sales director for Passport, in that “because it’s
web-based, you don’t need software, you don’t
have maintenance fees, and you don’t have
installation projects. You only need a regular
browser, and [the service] is available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.”

For a health system like Vanderbilt’s — includ-
ing the hospital as well as the physician group —
start-up cost for the browser-based product is
about $2,000, Wolskij adds, “for as many users as
you want access to.” The client is also charged 33
cents per transaction, she notes, for services that
in addition to insurance verification include
patient address verification, credit reporting, and
claims status. An integrated electronic insurance
verification system, Wolskij says, is likely to cost
between $15,000 and $40,000, plus annual main-
tenance costs.

If Passport adds a payer or a functionality, that
information is released to every user on a
moment’s notice, she says. “There are updates to
the web site every week, and the users don’t even
know it. If we add [an insurance company] to
their list of payers, they sign on Friday morning
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and [the new payer] is there.
Also because of this ability to provide constant

updates, Passport can remain compliant with the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) of 1996 requirements, which are a
“moving target” because of the ongoing changes
and reinterpretations, Wolskij points out.

Passport was in the process of adding
Medicare to the list of payers with whom
Vanderbilt may check eligibility through its ser-
vice, Ekdall says. When that addition is made, the
service will cover about 75% of them, she says. As
of late May, the coverage was well over half. 

The process, Ekdall explains, works like this:
As people call in for appointments, the patient is
scheduled and then the call is transferred — per-
haps by the secretary in a physician’s office — 
to a work queue that is handled by a group of
employees trained in the nuances of insurance.
Those employees go onto the Internet and check
the insurance information the patient provides
while he or she is on the telephone.

Although the medical group is moving toward
centralized registration, it’s not completely there
yet, she notes. “We still make appointments in the
clinic specialty [area], but pass calls as much as
possible. When we started, we literally had 700
people in the institution who could register a
patient.”

In addition to the web-based browser, Passport
provides the Vanderbilt system with a nightly file-
batch service. “Through a virtual private net-
work,” says Wolskij, “they send us at high volume
eligibility files of their prescheduled appoint-
ments. We verify the information for them, and
then they push the data where they need it to go
in their system.”

Passport actually sends back two types of elec-
tronic files, she explains. “One file is the ‘mar-
riages,’ where all the information matched — not
just whether the patient is eligible [for a particu-
lar insurance], but the specific plan.” That speci-
ficity is crucial, Wolskij notes, when there may be
a dozen or more plans under, for example, Blue
Cross of Tennessee.

Divorce by phone

The second report includes the “divorces,”
she says, “where something didn’t match, the
payer or the plan or whatever. We send those in
a separate file because somebody needs to get
on the phone and talk to that person.” When the
batch file has a match, notes Ekdall, it puts a flag

by that person’s account in the Vanderbilt com-
puter system, so employees know that account
information has been verified. “No human
hands have to touch that account if it comes
back validated,” she adds.

The use of Passport has reduced registration
errors, Ekdall says, and also has corrected prob-
lems that are not as easy to measure. “You don’t
always realize the magnitude of what errors can
cause,” she points out. “If you didn’t know the
right plan at the right time, you may not have
done the right authorization requirement. Just
measuring the registration denials alone can
understate the magnitude of this.” 

One of the most important benefits of the sys-
tem, Ekdall notes, goes beyond the ability to get
paid more expeditiously for office visits. “It’s not
as much the money when one office visit is
denied, as the amount of resources spent tracking
down those small-dollar bills. It’s a domino
effect.” Now, she says, “staff can devote that time
to proactive collection activities. That’s probably
the bigger benefit.”  ■

Managed care’s new face
means changes for access
Upfront collection effort key

The Portland, OR-based Providence Health
Plan appears to be on the leading edge of a

trend in managed care that likely will impact col-
lections and customer service for access man-
agers. There is even more impetus, it seems, for
what is already becoming an access imperative —
upfront calculation and solicitation of the
patient’s share of the bill.

“Essentially, the [managed care] environment is
that the funding arrangements with providers are
changing,” says Barbara Christensen, regional
director of sales and marketing for the health
plan. “In our market, the component where
providers are capitated and at financial risk has
lived its life. The way we’re changing is because
providers don’t want to be at financial risk and
consumers would like to control more of their
care. “It is not a matter of ‘managed care is dead,’
but rather who’s at financial risk and what is the
role of the consumer in all this,” Christensen
adds.
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Effective July 1, she notes, the health plan puts
new products on the market that shift the risk
from the provider to the health plan. With those
new products, consumers pay for a bigger share
of their care, Christensen says. “There is still easy
access and no financial barriers to preventive
care, like well-baby visits and immunizations
and we are continuing to have a copayment [for
those visits],” she explains. “But for specialty
services and laboratory and X-ray, we now have
coinsurance where the consumer has to pay for
[a percentage of] the services.” The consumer’s
share, Christensen adds, is generally 20%. In
exchange, she says, the plan member has access
to any specialist in the Providence system and no
longer has to have a referral from a primary care
physician. 

A shift in responsibility

Such arrangements are becoming more preva-
lent throughout the managed care industry,
Christensen notes. Where historically the hospi-
tal’s bill has been “covered in full,” more respon-
sibility for payment is now shifted to the
consumer, she adds. For that reason, Christensen
suggests, hospitals — specifically their access
personnel — will want to be aware of what the
patient’s financial obligation is. “I would also say
that the deliverers of health care services —
whether the lab or inpatient or outpatient — will
have to be prepared to tell people what the ser-
vices cost,” she points out. “Now that people are
responsible, they’ll want to know coming in how
much it will cost.” 

These changes, Christensen says, make the
health plan — now called an exclusive providers
organization — closer to a hybrid of managed
care entity and traditional insurance company.
Although this type of company “is a trend indus-
trywide,” she notes, “how quickly the market
moves depends on cost. Employers are very cost-
sensitive right now and this could be beneficial
[to them]. Nationally, medical cost inflation is in
the double digits and it’s not sustainable that
employers can absorb that [increase] year after
year.”

Its research, Christensen says, has told
Providence Health Plan that what it is doing “is
very positive for the consumer. All our market
information tells us that consumers want more
choice and control and that physicians want less
risk. This allows us to get more flexible produc-
tion and diversification into the market.” As part

of its role now, the health plan is responsible for
providing the strategies that manage medical
quality and cost, she explains. “Those strategies
become a critical component of our program.
They had been so historically, but some of that
responsibility had been moved to the physicians.
Now the health plan takes that back.”

Because the physician is no longer at financial
risk for results, Christensen adds, “we can do
things like have a hospitalist — a physician based
in the hospital — doing case management on our
patients, and we don’t have to worry about dif-
ferent physicians applying different criteria.”

Companies had success with the traditional
managed care model for years, she notes, “but
physicians no longer want that responsibility and
medical inflation has been such that it has lived
its life cycle. I believe that consumers need to be
part of the equation, just like with any other ser-
vice they buy. As long as health care is privatized,
most consumers don’t have any problem paying
for part of the service, but they do want to be able
to choose.”  ■

It’s quality, not quantity 
of training, AM discovers
Soft skills get a hard look

Extensive auditing of outpatient registrations
at the University Hospital of Arkansas in

Little Rock revealed myriad errors and throw-
ing more training time at the problem just had-
n’t done the trick, says Holly Hiryak, director
of hospital admissions. Because of a decentral-
ized system of outpatient registration, Hiryak
adds, “once people go through training, they’re
sent out there to register without good backup.
The original solution was to add time to the
training, instead of looking at quality [of train-
ing]. We got to the point where we said, ‘This is
not working.’”

Inspired by a presentation by Geisinger Health
System of Hershey, PA, Hiryak and her colleagues
have launched a new approach to the education
of access personnel, one that places major empha-
sis on soft skills training, she says. Rather than
“sticking employees in front of a computer on day
one,” which had been the hospital’s traditional
approach, Hiryak notes, trainers will focus for
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two days on a soft-skill presentation that covers
these topics: 

• teamwork; 
• professional behavior; 
• confidentiality; 
• adapting to change; 
• hospital systems orientation; 
• effective communication; 
• customer service/how to deal with difficult

patients. 
Near the end of that two-day session, she says,

there is an introduction to the revenue cycle. At
present, Hiryak explains, “we immediately intro-
duce them to the registration system, without
taking into consideration that some of these peo-
ple had never worked in a hospital, never dealt
with patients or clinicians.”

New hires paired with ‘preceptors’

Now employees will not sit down in front 
of the computer until the third day, when they
are introduced to the process of getting the
patient registered and into the system, she says.
After three days of that training, each employee
is paired with a “preceptor,” who acts as a
resource for that person for two months, Hiryak
adds. “The first week or two, the new employee
will not register without the preceptor present,”
she says. “With time, the employee will not
have to spend every moment with the precep-
tor, but that person will always be available.”
During the first two months after hiring, the
preceptor will provide one-on-one training to
the new employee.

The hospital’s revenue integrity specialist (RIS)
team will be an integral part of the new training
program, she notes. Their role will be to audit,
train, give feedback, retrain, and evaluate out-
comes, Hiryak says. After conducting registration
audits, the revenue integrity specialists will give
feedback on the employee’s progress to the
employee, preceptor, and managers, she explains.
“Training will be modified based on audit
results.”

Only at the two-month mark will the new
employee get to the nitty-gritty of insurance

training and the details of managed care, Hiryak
says. “By then, the registrars will know what
questions they need to ask,” she points out.
“When you bring them in new, they don’t know
what they need to be asking.” At the end of this
two-day training, the employee will take a com-
petency test, Hiryak notes. 

At some point after the two-month milestone
— but before six months have elapsed — the
trainer will conduct a site assessment with the
employee, she adds. The trainer will look for
things like a professional appearance, a neat and
organized workstation, how the employee inter-
acts with the patient and others working in the
area, and if the employee is following correct pro-
cedure, Hiryak says. Once the site visit is com-
plete, the trainer will discuss the findings with
the employee and the manager, she notes.

Although the outpatient registrars report to
clinic managers — who may be nurses or people
with business backgrounds — the auditing and
update training are Hiryak’s responsibility, she
explains. “The employees are expected to meet a
performance standard, and we give feedback to
the manager on how the employee is performing.”

Existing employees also involved

The hospital’s initiative also includes ongoing
training, Hiryak notes. “We will have all of our
existing employees go back through access regis-
tration training, and we will present updates on
any new insurance information at least monthly.
If the information is deemed critical, multiple
mediums will be used to announce changes.”

The revenue integrity specialists already have
begun conducting monthly inservices, she says,
because so many discrepancies have been found
among the outpatient registration staff in terms of
procedures and knowledge base. Employees are
so eager for information, Hiryak adds, that about
150 people attend those inservices, where atten-
dance has been voluntary. Under the new train-
ing plan, however, attendance at the continuing
education sessions probably will be mandatory,
she says.

“With all the front-line staff, we will go out at
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least twice a year, conduct audits and give feed-
back, and retrain as necessary,” Hiryak says.
“Our goal is to audit 20% of all outpatient regis-
trations. It will be a continuous cycle of quality
improvement.” The idea is not for the employee
to be threatened by the auditing and retraining
process, she says, but to see it as a tool. Pager
numbers for the RIS team have been published,
she adds, so employees can use them as a contin-
uous resource.  ■

CMS expands 
transplant coverage

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) in Baltimore is expanding Medicare

coverage of liver transplants to include certain
patients with primary hepatocellular carcinoma.
This will be Medicare’s first movement toward
transplant coverage for a liver malignancy.

“Although we do not expect a large number of
Medicare transplants for hepatocellular carci-
noma, the procedure is extremely important,
because there are few alternative curative thera-
pies for these patients,” said Jeffrey Kang, MD,
director of CMS’ Office of Clinical Standards and
Quality.

Kang said a technology assessment would be
sought for other types of malignancies in an
effort to further expand Medicare coverage. A
technology assessment is a study conducted
either internally by CMS specialists or by an out-
side consulting firm.

The review of existing policy that led to the
decision memorandum was initiated internally at
CMS under the agency’s new national coverage
process, which bases coverage decisions on the
best available scientific evidence. Scientific litera-
ture studied emphasized the appropriateness of
performing transplants on carefully selected
patients and used statistical techniques to iden-
tify significant risk factors, such as tumor size.

Details of the decision memorandum are avail-
able at www.hcfa.gov/coverage/8b3-rr.htm.  ▼

Health web sites choose
accreditation program

Hi-Ethics has announced that its members
would rely on URAC’s Health Web Site

Accreditation Program to demonstrate adherence
to quality standards based on the 14 Hi-Ethics
Principles. (The principles can be viewed at
www.hiethics.com/Principles/index.asp.) Hi-
Ethics members include some of the most popu-
lar health information Web sites, including
adam.com, America Online, and WebMD. 
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Hi-Ethics and URAC both say they want to
establish and promote high standards for privacy,
security, and information quality so consumers
can realize the fullest benefits of the Internet’s
health resources. URAC will control and admin-
ister the independent accreditation program.

URAC’s independent standards development
and accreditation review process includes input
from a broad array of stakeholders, including
consumers, regulators, health care providers, and
industry representatives. The organization is in
the final stages of developing and testing its
accreditation standards. Implementation of the
program will begin this month, with the first
accreditations announced before the end of the
year. URAC plans to work with TRUSTe, a com-
pany that certifies Web sites’ privacy practices, to
implement the program.

More information about the URAC Health Web
Site Accreditation Program — including informa-
tion on how web sites can begin the application
process — is available at www.urac.org or by
calling URAC at (202) 216-9010.  ▼

AHIMA to review SNOMED
RT mapping to ICD-9-CM 

The American Health Information Manage-
ment Association (AHIMA) in Chicago has

announced a collaborative agreement with the
College of American Pathologists (CAP) in
Northfield, IL, to validate the mapping of
SNOMED RT, the Systematized Nomenclature 
of Medicine Reference Terminology, to ICD-9-CM
diagnostic coding terms. The mapping of
SNOMED RT to ICD-9-CM facilitates administra-
tive and statistical reporting. 

Under the agreement, AHIMA will review a
5% sample of SNOMED terms to assess the effec-
tiveness and reliability of the process of mapping
SNOMED RT to ICD-9-CM. Results will be used
to refine the mapping process, as well as to
advance the health care industry’s understanding
of any limitations the crosswalk between the sys-
tems may have.

SNOMED RT, developed and maintained by the
CAP, is a multidimensional reference terminology
covering diseases, clinical findings, etiologies, ther-
apies, and procedures. Its design allows for full

integration of all medical information into a single
data structure, facilitating interoperability between
a wide variety of systems and clinical records.  ▼

CMS postpones deadline
for filing cost reports 

The deadline for providers to file their cost
reports has been extended to Aug. 31, 2001,

the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) in Baltimore announced in Program
Memorandum A-01-62. Programming difficulties
have caused a three-month delay in the release
of the Provider Statistical and Reimbursement
Report (PS&R). The extension gives providers
more time to prepare the cost report and to
undergo the electronic vendor approval process. 

Providers are usually required to file their cost
reports five months following the end of the fis-
cal year or 30 days from the date of receipt of the
PS&R. The new deadline of Aug. 31, 2001, could
be pushed back further if CMS continues to have
programming difficulties. 

To read the program memorandum, visit the
web site at www.hcfa.gov/pubforms/transmit/
A0162.pdf.  ■
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